


next stop, 
style street
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let ’s hear it for
the boys
Who knew a tweedy gray suit, 
leather boots and paisley-patterned 
bow tie could translate so well into 
home decor?

Shown: Gypsum sofa (2850138) $000  
accent chair (2850122) $000  
faux leather chair (7080421) $000 
Lamoille coffee table (T850-1) $000  
end table (T850-2) $000   
chairside end table (T850-7) $000 
ceramic table lamp (L100074) $000  
bottles (A60000514/ 
A60000515/A60000516) $000 - $000  
mirrored tray (A60000532) $000 
chandelier (L60000008) $000 
rug (R401191) $000

man throne

extra- 
deep  
seat

scale  
matters

mix patterns 
with pillows

 cultivate your  
eclectic masterpiece 

in a New York  
minute with mixable, 
matchable accents

Proof that everything’s 
better with a French 

accent. wall clock 
(A60000425)  $000 

Posh patterns. 
ikat pillow (A1000391P) $000  
lattice pillow cover 
(A1000347P) $000 

Light the way to your 
eclectic wonderland. 
marquee arrow 
(A60000784) $000 

Warehouse look  
and feel—without the  
heavy machinery.  
caged wall sconce 
(A60000704) $000 

Industrial style with 
industrious purpose.  
shelf (A60000355) $000

 this way  
to Chictown

Stackable design  
is ideal for smaller  
studio spaces. stool  
(D542-030) $000

Get your creative wheels 
turning—up on the shelf. 
book ends (A60000123) 
$000 
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save space—use a 
pendant light in lieu 
of table lamps

A rustic home in Vancouver’s posh 
West End gets a sophisticated 
makeover. Earthy artwork 
complements whitewashed wood 
paneling and exposed brick.  
A wingback headboard wows  
in menswear-inspired upholstery.  
The cozy atmosphere is less  
cookie-cutter cosmopolitan and  
more rustic retreat. Fitting for a 
seaport city, don’t you think?

before: bare 
and boring

the couve
cozy chic

after: rich  
and cozy

bedtime is  
cozier with a  
high headboard

Shown: Barnella queen bed  
(APK-B605-QUB) $000  
Fanzere bench (B691-09) $000  
stitched queen comforter set 
(Q485003Q) $000 
solid queen duvet set (Q477003Q) $000 
chevron pillow cover (A1000374P) $000  
grommeted pillow (A1000318P) $000  
trays (A60000528) $000 
framed art (A8000112) $000 
antiqued brass-finish pendant                 
(L000168) $000 
geometric pendant (L000038) $000 
metallic glass pendant (L000118) $000  
clear glass pendant (L000138) $000  
woven pendant (L000078) $000

geometric

metallic
clear glass

woven
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Shown: Fanzere dining room  
table (D671-45) $000  
arm chair (D671-03A) $000   
side chair (D671-01) $000 
buffet (D671-70) $000   
cabinet (APK-D671-CAB) $000   
display cabinet (D671-76) $000  
pendant light (L000178) $000  
cloche (A60000233) $000  
armillary sculpture (A60000230) $000 
accent mirror (A60000186) $000  
medallion rug (R401021) $000

mirrored 
front

large scale 
grounds 
the room

CapCity
organic 
dining
Your impeccable taste is served up 
fresh with weathered wood finishes 
and earthy upholstery. An eclectic 
mix of distressed wood and raw metal 
(below and right) are right at home  
in the flavorful capitol city.

display and 
store in style 
with vintage-
inspired 
shopkeeper’s 
cabinet

from the 
garden  
to shelf 



deeply tufted

dressed in tweed

patchwork pouf

Shown: Allenpark sofa  
(9250338) $000 
chair (9250320) $000 
accent chair (9250322) $000   
Larroni coffee table (T853-1) $000 
end table (T853-3) $000  
table lamp (L207814) $000  
candle holder (A60000315) $000 
clock (A60000606) $000 
chandelier (L60000012) $000 
cowhide pouf (A1000448) $000 
rug (R401161) $000 
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chi-town
urban 
effect 
Sacrifice style with a move 
to the ‘burbs? Never. From 
rich leather tuxedo sofas 
to a rustic chandelier, this 
Naperville home is filled 
with Windy City charm.
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before: hard 
and cold

after: warm  
and inviting

rustic  
meets  
glam

warm up stark 
flooring with an 
oversized rug

3 more ways 
to introduce 
leather in  
the room
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layer bedding for 
supreme comfort

How do you create a rustic refuge from 
the sights and sounds of the city? With 
heavily distressed wood and raw, rustic 
metal, plus a pleasing palette of rich earth 
tones and luxe linens. A San Francisco 
treat, indeed.

Shown: Fanzere queen bed (APK-B691-QPB) $000 
dresser (B691-31) $000 
chest (B691-46) $000 
bench (B691-09) $000 
stitched queen comforter set (Q455003Q) $000 
paisley queen comforter set (Q457003Q) $000 
ruched pillow (A1000265P) $000 
lumbar pillow (A1000361P) $000 
lattice pillow cover (A1000395P) $000 
chalkboard globe (A60000674) $000  
hanging lanterns (A60000555) $000      
(A60000556) $000   
metal lamp (L207984) $000 
candle holder (A60000569) $000  
framed telegraph art (A8000109) $000 
pouf (A1000456) $000

san fran
reclaimed 
retreat

spare seating for 
two or three

high headboard equals  
no need for artwork

cool metal bases
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From stark space to 90210 
in an instant. Simply cultivate 
the triple threat: a goes-with-
anything sofa, punchy pattern 
and flash of metal. And the  
color palette? Nice and  
neutral keeps the raw brick 
wall and industrial staircase  
at center stage.

before: walk of shame

block 
buster

city of angels

Shown: Pierin sofa (8250038) $000  
chair (8250021) $000 
ottoman (8250014) $000  
Nartina round end table (T805-6) $000 
round coffee table (T805-8) $000 
pendant light (L000008) $000 
metal spike sculpture (A60000659) $000 
geometric sculpture (A60000661) $000 
glass table lamp (L430034) $000 
framed art (A8000109) $000 
mustard pillow cover (A1000343P) $000 
rug (R401252) $000

traditional 
meets 
modern

after: walk of fame

talk about  
high style

textured rugs are 
visually intriguing  
and comfy under foot



metal stool  
(A60000522) 
$000

cow pattern pillow  
(A1000414P) $000

mixed media 
at its finest
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eye candy for 
the ceiling

megacity
going 
glam 
Refined yet relaxed—just 
like the city itself. Pops 
of metal and cow print 
pillows are proof that  
style shouldn’t take itself 
so seriously.

handy 
and 
haute

sleek, chic 
and oh so 

comfortable

metallic 
finishes 
give life to 
bold black 
furnishings

Shown: Faraday sofa (2940138) $000  
accent chair (2940121) $000    

chair (2940120) $000   
ottoman (2940114) $000    

Rasmin coffee table (T879-1) $000   
end table (T879-3) $000    

cow print pillow (A1000414P) $000    
chandelier (L60000001) $000   

vase (A60000557) $000    
metal drum stool (A60000522) $000   
silvered glass lamp (L430044) $000   

rug (R401191) $000   
 

Rasmin end table (T879-3) $000  
silvered glass lamp (L430044) $000 
metal spike sculpture (A60000659) 
$000  
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ASHLEY

PILE ON THE POUFS 
clockwise, from top:

beige striped (A1000446) $000  
gray lattice (A1000424)  $000 

diamond (A1000456) $000 
blue chevron (A1000444) $000 
red chevron (A1000427) $000  

charcoal lattice (A1000425) $000 
cowhide (A1000447) $000  

denim chevron (A1000445) $000 
beige geometric (A1000418) $000 

leather (A1000417) $000 
Aztec (A1000421) $000  

herringbone (A1000438) $000 
black geometric (A1000429) $000 
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